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Words of Gratitude

Finally, I come to this last part of the thesis. The last port of a long journey: 
research and writing. Also time to thinking, analyzing and finally understanding 
the way to make others happy, to help others relieve their suffering. Though what I 
have done is just like a grain of sand on the shore.

First of all I would like to express my gratitude to Allah the Mighty, with His love 
allows these works done.
I would like to express my deepest respect and gratitude to my parents, who 
always give me love and affection to show me the way of living, praying and 
guiding me to reach the dreams and face the real world. 

To all my patients and their parents who teach me continuously the meaning of 
life, the secret of suffering and the art of understanding. They are my real teachers 
and they are the oceans of science. They are more than just pages of million 
textbooks. They are the real rich, always giving and never asking.

To my dearest family: Primanita, Azka and Hanin for the patience and coloring my 
life. Enjoying when we did skyping, making this world so near.
To  all my brothers and sister, mas Kuyik, Wiwin, Rini and Uswan, thank you 
for your support and pray. To ibu Zur, who always support and pray for my 
successfulness.
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To my parents in law: Bapak Setyono and ibu Purnamastuti, thank you for 
supporting, motivating  and praying for me 

To all my mentors, teachers who educated me about life and the way to struggle.
 
I am deeply grateful to my Guru, Professor dr. AJP Veerman who supervise me 
from the beginning of the project, doing research, discussing the results, guiding 
in writing all the manuscripts until the end point of the works in this thesis and 
graduation. 
No this is not the end, this is the start of the real works ! I always remember your 
messages to think logic, logic and logic....... 

To Jacqueline for guiding in the lab works. Analyzing the results and mentoring 
to write, to understand the SPSS, and finalizing all the manuscripts. Thanks for 
always take me to the places I’ve never been there, and visit your parents, having 
dinner with a special mozarella.., I really enjoy that moments.

To my promoters: Professor dr. GJL Kaspers and Professor dr. Sutaryo thank you 
very much for all your kind support and for motivating me to graduate.
To all co-authors of all the manuscripts, thank you very much for the collaboration

I greatly appreciate all the support received from the Dikti, Ministry of Education, 
Indonesian and Koningin Wilhelmina Fonds, Netherlands for providing everything 
for my lab research and studies, for medicines donati to patients, and for the 
development of the Pediatric Cancer Unit at Dr. Sardjito Hospital.
A special thanks for Estella Fonds especially  for Mr de Graaf and family who 
provide part of Gedung Estella, and medicine for the patients.

To the Director of DR Sardjito Hospital and the staffs for caring and always support 
to finish this thesis.
To the former dean of  Faculty of Medicine Universitas Gadjah Mada, Prof 
Hardyanto Soebono who always support at the beginning of this work and to keep 
me on for finishing this thesis.
To the former and new Dean’s office at the Faculty of Medicine Universitas Gadjah 
Mada by providing research infrastructures.

To colleague at Molecular Biology Laboratory: Thanks to Neni, for supervising the 
lab work, discussing the result and problems that occurred during the lab works. 
Thanks to Dewi, Jajah and mbak Rina for motivating the works and finishing  this 
thesis. Susan for the part of the writing team at ‘meja bundar’. Colleagus in the 
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lab: Auladi, Hanum,  mas Rahman, mbak Tri, Anis, Hari, Orta, Astrid, Fani, Fatma, 
Aning, Thank you for helping and providing all the data.
Thanks to: Pak Teguh, Umi and Farid at Flows lab, I really appreciate for this work.

To colleagues at the Pediatric department, to the nurses at the wards who always 
take care of the children.
To Vivi, the editor, I really appreciate for the work. 
To Ria, thanks for helping in the critical time….

Mas Ignatius Purwanto, I salute and thank you for dedicating  your time and 
expertise for the success of studies in this thesis. To all friends in Yogyakarta 
Pediatric Oncology & Hematology Center : Prof Narto, Bu Mulat, mas Harto, Novi, 
Kiki and mbak Warsih and colleagues who gave freely of their time and support for 
help with this thesis, please accept my sincere thanks and respect.

A special thanks to my Amsterdam’s colleagues: Margreet, Arjenne, Danish and 
Floor, thanks for the very nice collaboration in caring the patients and always 
support to finish this thesis.
Also thanks to Sigrid, Giovanna and Gerdie for helping everything !
Thank you to Rik, Merry and Jeike for the nice discussion and give me inspirations 
and motivations to finish this thesis. 
Thank You to Saskia for helping everything, including the samenvatting….., I really 
appreciate.
Thank you to: Anne, mama Loekie and Nettie who always make me feels like home 
with ‘kumpulan’ session and the nice home made Indonesian food, and also visiting 
bimhuis with its nice jazz music. I really appreciate and enjoy that moments.
To Wiwid: thank you so much for correcting and editing  the manuscript, giving the 
idea for the thesis book .
Guus: Thank you for nice discussion, setting up the new panels and quality control 
for our work.

Thank you to: the guru and master of macrophotography: lik Teguh Santosa, for 
designing the book, giving lessons and short course and lessons.
To Mas Aji and team of Jentera for the lay out of this book and make it beautiful !!
Thank you very much to Cak Nun, for the nice and soulful poem, dedicated for the 
children…., for those who suffered. 

Last, but not least, my sincere thanks to my families in Amsterdam, who always 
make me feels like home. 
To families of GM Wongso matoer kesoewoen sambel iblis’ iwak salem, soto ceker 
lan mackerel garang. 
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To Mona and Meno, thank you for the nice moment with opor and gulai kambing…
To mbak Rini: for the nice discussion in the train to Lelystaad and thanks to Oom 
Martin: thank you for the jazz CDs…
To family Mangoendinomo: Sarni, Bianca, Sharon and Elion for providing me 
everything during my stay in Amsterdam. Bedankt voor uw steun en vriendschap 
terwijl mijn studie in Amsterdam.
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from two different places
two different climates
separated by thousand of miles
for one aim:
bring a smile for those who suffered

***

White snow falls 
hooked at the pines tip 
falling down on the snowfields 
 
winter teaches of struggle 
Snow sings of happiness upon sadness 
till the end of an endless horizon 
 
eddot 
Amsterdam 18 Dec 2010
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I hear the sound of falling leaves,
Rolling down and never reach the ground
I see thousands of candlelight,
Starring across the sky its bright light
I smell a rolling sea waves,
Its fragrance teaches a lot of wisdom

Blessing for those who suffered.....

Yogyakarta 14 Aug 2008
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TITIK EMBUN TIGA CAHAYA

Titik-titik embun di dedaunan pagi
Bukan menandakan terbitnya matahari

Titik-titik embun yang menetes di pagi hari
Adalah yang membuat matahari

Bahagia menampakkan diri

Embun adalah bulatan wujud tiga cahaya
Cahaya harapan hamba yang menderita

Cahaya ilmu penyembuhan yang mengusap keningnya
Serta cahaya cinta Tuhan yang mengabulkannya

Itulah momentum ketercerahan
Titik koordinat penyatuan 

Antara pengharapan, perjuangan dan perkenan
Kehidupan menjadi bayi di gendongan Tuhan

Emha Ainun Nadjib
22 Agustus 2012


